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Most expensive wedding ring in the world 2019

Guess what? Weddings are expensive. We'd be willing to put some precious money that you already knew that, but what you may not know is why you're charged what feels like an incomprehensible amount of mules for some things. To help us understand, we called three wedding industry experts and
asked them two things: (1) What wedding expenses are constantly flabbergast your clients, how much do they cost? and (2) Why is this number what it is? We hope that the next time you go to swipe your credit card or write a check for something so expensive it made you lower the thrift store sunglasses,
you'll remember their answers below and feel a little better about it. We get those wishing to announce your upcoming wedding with all the proper fanfare and circumstance, but the thicker the stock of the card, the thinner your wallet. Items handmade or special details such as quality paper, letterpressing,
calligraphy, gold foil, or heavy tuning can be expensive, warns Jesse Tomb Alison Events in Sausalito, California. But, keep the dates and invitations first impressions of your guests in connection with your wedding, he says. Investing in a beautiful stationery suite is a way to tie your design elements into a
pretty bow- and get guests super excited for being in store. Nothing makes for an Instagrammable moment like gobs of color, says Alicia Fritz Day at the May Events in Traverse City, Michigan. But you're paying for more than the petals. Florists make it look easy, but completely random blooms don't
happen by accident. Budget-busting the devil is in the details. Linen, utensils and decor are folding quickly, says Emily Campbell, founder of Bella Design and Planning in Breckenridge, Colorado. Like servers, delivery, setting up and cleaning, especially if your place is remote. Also consider the cost of
schlepping labor versus skilled labor, Points Fritz. There's a difference between someone delivering items and someone running an electric or wiring or programming-someone putting something down compared to someone laying something up,' she says. There are certain things that you can't DIY. You
need an expert. Think of it as the real version of a pretty Snapchat filter. There's no point in creating a beautiful reception if no one can see it, says Tombs. Splurge on a soft, natural light that is neither dazzling nor dark. It's just flour, sugar and butter, right? Not exactly. Campbell says high-quality bakers
justify charging between $12 and $20 a slice because they source the best ingredients-think organic and local, and create an edible masterpiece. Sure, you can get a delicious cake from the grocery store, but you read that list of ingredients or fold them? She says. And think about how much time it takes
to make handmade sugar flowers. In addition to the actual portion of the cake, on a slice of slice Covers the artistic and structural elements that require skill to keep your cake gorgeous until you are ready to serve it. Your wedding artists do more than just play music; they create a common atmosphere for
your reception. Gangs can hear art, don't they? This is Fritz. Many are definitely priced like fine art pieces, commanding up to $70,000 per event. This seems outrageous, but when you factor in travel, rehearsal, transportation tools, food, shelter, if applicable, sound equipment, lighting, and money lost on
other potential concerts while on the road for a large ensemble, it adds up. To make sure the group is worth that investment, Tombs suggests seeing them perform elsewhere or showcase before booking. Make sure you guys have a connection, he says, and that they love the music you love. Read more:
8 Real Brides Share One Thing They Regret Splurging at Their Wedding If You Opt for a full-service planner, you'll easily pay in the thousands. But to recover from the sticker shock, Campbell suggests thinking about the number of hours the first course planner will give you over the course of the year,
including 16 on your wedding day. It's usually 200-plus hours, she says. So when you look at quotes from planners, divide this fee by 200 to get an idea of their hourly rate. Not to mention what you pay to benefit from their experience, industry knowledge and relationships with suppliers. Remember also
that the rate also covers their staffing, says Campbell, and you'll be pleasantly surprised to see what the deal planner is. An abbreviated version of this story originally appeared in the February/March issue of Brides in February-March 2019 on stands starting December 18. It's no secret that weddings can
cost quite a penny, no matter how much you plan and budget accordingly. But some happy brides and grooms have taken it to a whole new level with their unlimited big day budgets, earning them a place on the list of the most expensive weddings of all time. From celebrities to billionaires, these couples
are seriously splurged on their weddings- we're talking up eight figures here (yes, you're reading it right). Because, of course, if you found one and budget kick, why not celebrate with a wedding for the books? While there's nothing wrong with a reasonably priced wedding celebration (who doesn't like
much?), these historic weddings feature the likes of 10-foot-tall wedding cakes, custom fashion wedding dresses, and even $75,000 worth of flowers alone (we're looking at you, Brad Pitt). Starting with Small (ER, small-ish) and working our way to the highest priced over-the-top wedding blowouts, check
out some of the most expensive weddings on day below. These price tags seem almost too high to be true. Our hearts of the 90s were always rooting for this couple who walked down the aisle in July 2000 for a million dollars Malibu. As for their budget breakdown, the couple spent about $100,000 on
security during the big day, which included limiting airspace around the place (gotta to have their privacy), and dropped another $75,000 on florals (because what would be a wedding without tens of thousands of dollars of flowers?). The bride and groom also splurged on several musical performers,
including a six-piece band, and they ended the wedding with a bang (literally), with $20,000 worth of fireworks to close the monumental evening. The couple announced their split in 2005, but both Brad and Jennifer are currently single, giving us a bit of a glimmer of hope for the second round. The eight-
time bride had her fair share of weddings, but her wedding to Larry Fortensky took over the top cake. For her eighth (and final) wedding in 1991, the Old Hollywood actress spared no expense, raking in a roughly $1.5 million bill that her close friend Michael Jackson covered the majority. Much of the
budget is likely to have gone to security activities, including 100 guards and a former Israeli army officer. The bride wore a $25,000 Valentino dress as she said: I'm doing at Jackson's Neverland Ranch in the Santa Ines Valley, California. Weddings of such epic proportions naturally equate to equally
outstanding guests, and the list includes stars such as Eddie Murphy, Diane von Furstenberg, Macaulay Culkin and Brooke Shields. Unfortunately, the couple divorced five years later. The couple's wedding at the Plaza Hotel in New York reportedly cost between $1.5 million and $2 million. The bride wore
a custom $140,000 Christian Lacroix dress, handmade beading and all. But that's nothing compared to her tiara, which was supposedly worth $300,000. The actor duo also reportedly hired 50 hire cops for the big day, and guests had to submit their invitations, which were decorated with invisible ink and
holograms to avoid any wedding crashers. In honor of finding her sweet talkin', sugarcoated candy man, Genie's bottled singer splurged on a $2 million deal in December 2005. Aguilera dress only cost a cool $30,000, which is more than most people spend on the whole wedding. Although the duo
divorced in 2011, their wedding in the Napa Valley revealed the theme of the winter wonderland. The bride sought the help of wedding planner Michael Gapissky to decorate the estate with expensive birch trees, white artificial fur, chandeliers made of tree branches and central figures with hydrangea,
roses and amarillis. The son of Russian billionaire Karapetyan married her fiancee at a wedding worth about $2 million in 2016. Their weddings featured floral walls galore, massive central, and reception hall decked out to look like Forest. Kintsuranashvili wore not one, but three couture dresses and
diamond accessories Tiffany and Co. Co. Co. Luxury doesn't end there - none other than Maroon 5, who spoke at the reception, which reportedly costs between $500,000 and $800,000. It becomes Harder to breathe imagining such a massive engagement ring bill. Unsurprisingly, this notoriously
extravagant couple also broke the bank to get married in style. While the cost estimates for their epic weekend long celebrations vary, Kimye likely spent at least $2.8 million on their lavish wedding. The rich lovers kicked off the pre-christmas celebrations in Paris and then flew their guests to Florence on
private jets (duh), where they rented their place, for Forte di Belvedere, for $400,000. Kim also donned two dresses for her big day, one of which was a $500,000 custom-made, fashion Givenchy dress. Accommodation in hotels for their 200 guests in Paris and Florence is likely to have racked up a half-
million dollar bill as well. Courtesy people magazine you can't always get what you want... unless you marry a former Beatles member and don't have a budget of $3 million. McCartney and Mills said: I do in 2002, with a castle in Glaslough, Ireland as their place of choice. The couple tried to keep their
wedding a secret (perhaps kicking off the surprise celebrity wedding trend?), but they broke up in 2008, leading to a divorce settlement that cost more than the wedding itself. Coming in hot with another estimated $3 million wedding, Clinton and Mezvinksy married in July 2010 at the Astor Courts Estate in
Reinbeck, New York. Clinton wore two Vera Wang dresses, and the designer actually attended the wedding herself. The first dress is estimated to be worth $20,000, and the couple reportedly splurged $500,000 on flowers, $600,000 on tents to decorate the 13,000-foot venue space, and $200,000 for
security. With an estimated $8 million engagement ring, you can bet your lower dollar matching wedding will be just as extravagant. Russian oligarch Alexei Shapovalov said I do model Ksenia Tsaritsina in a multi-myllio in August 2017, Bravo reported. The newlyweds enjoyed an eight-tiered cake
hanging in the air, hundreds of flowers and even acrobats. The bride wore two dresses- a number without shoulders beaded for the ceremony, and a lace dress with a matching veil for the reception. The basketball star's second wedding to model Yvette Prieto in April 2013 reportedly grossed $10 million.
The couple held a 300-guest wedding at bear club in Jupiter, Florida, with celebrities such as Tiger Woods and Spike Lee. Jordan and his fiancee also enjoyed live performances by Usher, C'John and Robin Thicke. Prieto was wearing a J'Aton Couture wedding dress adorned with Swarovski crystals that
probably cost the top dollar. When you are the daughter of Russian energy great Marry the son of a millionaire, a $10 million wedding is just given. The Ottomans and tied the knot at the Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles, where the Oscars are held (not biggie). The pair decked out of the venue with $500,000
flowers and a golden pass. As for entertainment, Jason Derulo and Lady Gaga lent their vocal talents to the newlyweds, who are reportedly worth $2 million alone (it looks like Gaga won't perform at the rest of our weddings). This Chinese socialite, whose special Dior dress will go down in history as one of
the most expensive wedding dresses in history, tied the knot in a $31 million ceremony. Known as Kim Kardashian of China, Angelababy's wedding to actor Huang Xiaoming included a place fully decked out in roses, a 10-foot wedding cake with a middle-layer carousel, and over-the-top goodie bags for
guests (think cell phones and flowers). Her wedding dress also blows the most out of the water, featuring a 10-foot train and 100 hand-cut, chantilly lace roses. Random. A wedding suitable for the royal family is destined to have a huge price tag attached, and Will and Kate's 2011 wedding were no
exception. In fact, $32 million went to safety alone (God save the Duke and Duchess!). The royal wedding itself was $34 million (let it soak up), and Kate stunned in Sarah Burton's $434,000 for an Alexander McKuin dress. Anwar Hussain and, of course, another royal wedding tops the list, ranking as one
of the most expensive weddings to date. Denoting the wedding of the century, the eternal princess and her fiance said: I do in 1981 in true royal fashion ... with a $48 million bill, that is. That, after inflation, will probably be worth closer to $110 million today, according to Business Insider (it's a lot of
zeroes). It's not just a feat to put the exact price tag on Princess Dee's iconic puff sleeve David and Elizabeth Emanuel wedding dress, but it's estimated to be worth as much as $150,000. Just like Will and Kate, the couple also had to spend a lot of money on increased security for their wedding. Also,
having 27 wedding cakes was also a big contribution to their hefty budget. Budget.
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